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Realities Of War 
What Is it like to have a loaded 
AK-47 aimed at you? See fea-
tures and find out. 
See Features, Page 5 
Pitchers Block 
Cardinal pitcher Greg 
Matthews talks about play-
Ihgball while trying to Im-
prove his Intellect. 
See Sports, Page 7 
Reminder 
The last day to drop class 
with either an excused or 
fall grade is November 16. 
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·Financiaial Aid' Falls Behind 
by Krista Newman 
reporter 
Members of the Financial Aid 
Department are working overtime to 
catch up on paperwork. Employee 
turnover in the department left the 
office temporarily behind in pro-
cessing student loans and grants, said 
Mark Nugent, director of student fi-
nancial aid. 
"We're really not that far be-
hind," Nugent said. "Looking at the 
loans we had to process in October of 
last year, I feel we're at the same 
point we were then." 
Nugent estimated that 200 to 300 
students experienced delays. The 
office fell behind by, at the most, a 
couple of weeks. Nugent added that 
he's not totally convinced that more 
people had to wait this year than last 
Vice ChancellQr of Student Af-
fairs, Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, said 
the department's computer expert 
left to accept a position ata University 
in Ohio. 
. "Losing two other key staff 
members has also contributed to back 
paperwork," MacLean said. He 
added that staff members are work-
ing nights and weekends to catch up. 
In an effort to help solve the 
problem, Mimi J. LaMarca, director 
of admissions, had staff members of 
the Admissions Department help 
process loans and complete other 
manual work. Nugent feels the 
problem is manageable. 
But some students who are 
waiting for information on their loaris 
are getting anxious. "My me was 
completed in June shortly af~er I 
applied for my studer~. loan," srud 
senior Jackie Greer. "I received my 
first letter from the office the first 
week: in Septernber. It told me that I 
had received $114 in a Pell Grant, 
but mentionednothing of m y student 
loan. I live 60 miles away and cannot 
be constantly jumping in the car to 
come to the office to straighten out 
their mistakes." 
Senior Melinda Sisson said she 
received a letter concerning her loan, 
but only after repeated trips to the 
university to make corrections on 
her supposedly incomplete file. "I 
came in time and time again to bring 
missing information, only to fmd it 
completed in my me," Sisson said. 
"I also found that loan money cannot 
be used for correspondence courses, 
which is totally absurd." 
As for whether students will be 
dismissed because of delays in their 
student loans, Nugent replied that 
that problem would be "handled in-
. ternally." 
Fiesta 
Hearing Held To· Decide Official DSU 
by David Barnes 
news editor 
A Student Court hearing was held 
S unclay to decide the dispute between 
two campus group:., both claiming 
to be the Disabled Students Union. A 
decision is scheduled to be issued 
Wednesday, Oct 17. 
Both groups, the Alliance of 
Movers and Shakers and the Dis-
abled Students Union, were asking 
to receive recognition as the official 
Disabled Students Union and gain 
access to the $6,000 in funds allo-
cated to that organization. 
Arguments focused on deter-
mining which group of students had 
the power to alter the constitution, 
and if they followed the correct pro-
cedure. 
Near the end of the hearing, a 
suggestion for the two groups to 
compromise was made by DSU 
member Charles Lamson. "I think 
we can settle all this right here and 
now by setting up a date where we 
can all sit down together, maybe 
make a constitutional change and 
infonn all students by mail," he said. 
His suggestion received mixed 
response. All three spokespersons of 
DSU supported the idea, however, 
AMS head Carol Dugan, opposed 
. the proposal and said, "I think I would 
. need to confer with the people [of 
AMS] ." 
"If the organizations split, that's 
going to bring both of you down," 
said Justice Betina Black. 
"I personally support a compro-
mise. Whenever there is a compro-
Greenhouse Given Go Ahead 
by Max Montgomery 
reporter 
Interim Chancellor Blanche 
Touhill has given the final approval 
on $400,000 worth of funds for the 
construction of a new greenhouse on 
the UM-SL Louis campus. 
The greenhouse, which will be 
administered by the UM-St. Louis 
biology department, will benefit both 
students and faculty by expanding 
the research facilities at the univer-
sity. 
L:m A. Wilkens, chair of the 
biology department, said the green-
house would be an important addition 
to the campus' ecology program. 
"It'svery critical to the develop-
ing programs in ecOlogy," Wilkens 
said. "At some point, faculty will 
have to test out their theories in a 
controlled situation." 
Robert J. Marquis, an assisant 
professor of biology, said the green-
house will serve a variety of pur-
poses. 
"The greenhouse will be used to 
do experiments and look at the ef-
fects of differem environments on 
the plants and fqr breeding experi-
ments," Marquis said. 
The 5,000 square-foot green-
house will consist of five separate 
rooms plus a preparation room. Two 
of the rooms will house plants in a 
simulatedtropicalenvironmenL Two 
other rooms will be used to sim uIate 
a more temperate environment -
spring in Missouri for example - and 
the last room will be set aside for 
I!'ansgenic (genetically engineered) 
plants. " 
Marquis said the department 
hopes to get construction under way 
as soon as possible. 
"We would like to-start building 
in spring and hope to be finished by 
early fall, 1991," Marquis said, "We 
are also hoping that the greenhouse 
will be built on the site where the, 
library annex is now standing." I 
SPROUTING OUT: This greenhouse on top of Stadler Hall will soon 
have a companion.(Photo by Nicole Menke) 
The annex building, which is lo-
cated between Stadler Hall and the 
library, is to be condemned. 
Marquis said if approval for the 
annex location is not obtained, the 
greenhouse will have to be built on 
South Campus, which would be an 
inconvenience. 
Marquis said that having a 
greenhouse on campus would allow 
. UM-St. Louis to do the kind of re-
search UM-Columbia does, to a cer-
tain degree. While Columbia has 
greenhouses, they deal primarily with 
agriCUltural research. The green-
house here will focus on basic ec0-
logical research on tropical ecology. 
. "This is almost a unique pro-
gram in the country," Marquis said. 
"It is a new field of research and it 
supplements the developing of the 
International Center for Tropical 
Ecology, which is what we are at this 
campus." 
While the Biology Department 
has access to $400,000 right now 
from the university ,Marquis said 
they are hoping to get additional 
funding from the National Science 
Foundation. 
"This is a big boost for the Eccl-
ogy and Tropical Biology Depart-
ment The more money we can get, 
the bigger the greenhouse will be, 
and the more research we can do." 
mise there is a win-win situation," 
said AMS member Paul Matteucci. 
"I thinkifforced [a meeting] , it would 
happen. There needs to be an over-
sight committee." 
"I feel it would be grievous to 
allow these people, who are not 
elected by us, to change [the AMS . 
constituition] and make us go back 
and do all that work over again," said 
AMS member Lyn Parks. "Handi-
capped Awarenes Day is coming up. 
There is not time. We have to unfreeze 
the budget and get to it." 
One of the displays exhibited during the grand 
finale of Hispanic/Latino Heritage Month on Oct. 
15. (Photo by Nicole Menke) 
Frats Regain Recognition 
by Christine McGraw 
associate news editor 
and Michelle McMurray 
reporter 
Two UM-St Louis fraternities 
recently regained their recognition 
from the university, after being sus-
pended earlier this 
ties." 
Pi Kappa Alpha president Jeff 
Chisolm said, "The reasoI1,iDr sus-
pension was that the univerSity was 
gelting complaints and they were 
concerned that something serious 
mighl happen. I think it was jus~ a 
warning. We made an agreement 
to the fraternities to take care of the 
problem. 
Captain William Lamping of the 
Bel-Ridge police said the depart-
ment had been receiving complaints 
from neighbors and businesses 
along Natural Bridge. 
"People were going to and from 
the fra-
semester. Sigma 
Tau Gamma and Pi 
Kappa Alpha said 
the suspensions 
came from parties 
getting out of hand 
and complaints 
'People were ... stopping behind buildings, 
urinating and defecating on private property. 
They were leaving broken bottles and trash.'. 
ternity 
houses at 
the 8800 
and 8600 
block of 
Natural 
Bridge, 
stopping from the commu-
nity. 
Joe Delaloye, presiden t of 
Sigma Tau Gamma said, "The 
whole incident concerned parties we 
were having on Wednesday nights. 
We complied, curtailing the big par-
Captain William Lamping, 
Bel-Ridge police 
with the police and the university." 
Rick Blanton, assistant director 
of student activities, said that when 
there are complaints from the com-
munity, he usually made a phonecaU 
I SGA I 
behind 
buildings, urinating and defecating 
on private property. They were 
leaving broken beer bottles and 
See FRATS, page 4 
Meeting Rules Changed 
by David Barnes 
news editor 
Several changes were made 
in the way student government 
will run its meetings' during the 
Oct 14 meeting. 
A recommendation to change 
the student handbook and elimi-
nate mandatory attendance by 
representatives was passed. SGA 
president, <\Jla Pruzhansky, will 
be lookin~into what steps are 
needed to begin the new policy. 
. Role will be taken under the 
new guidelines and attendance 
records will be submitted to the 
Student Activities Budget Com-
mittee. They will have the option 
to be take them into consideration 
when allocating funds. 
In a 14-13 vote, SGA also de-
cided to remove the two ·hour time 
limit on meetings and the starting 
time of the meetings was changed to 
6 p.m. from 7 p.m. These two mea-
sures are effective immediatelY. 
In other business: 
Elections 
A new ballot is being developed 
by Election Commisioner Ladonia 
Payne that can be counted with an 
optical scanner. She will look further 
into the costs and make changes on 
the wording of the ballot. 
Homecoming 
The proposed date of Decem-
ber 15 was voted down 23-13. Those 
opposing the date said that it was 
during finals week and caused prob-
lems for students wanting to study 
that night November 17 was the 
original date, but SGA president 
AlIa Pruzhansky said many orga-
nizations already had plans for 
that night and wouldn't be able to 
make it. The issue was sent back 
to the Social Committee for further 
discussion. 
U-Center Lounge 
University Center Advisory 
Board chair Ken Johnson, pre-
sented the idea of removing the 
lounge on the first floor of the 
University Center and turning the 
area into office space, to be used 
by all recognized student organi-
zations. "There's no place on 
campus for leadership to meet," 
said Student Representative to the 
Board Paul Matteucci, "If every-
See SGA, page 4 
Computer Classes For Kids 
Comuter Classes for Kids a series of fun computer 
courses for children, is offered this fall by the University 
of Missouri-SI. Louis Continuing Education-Extension. 
Courses are designed for students in preschool through 
eighth grade.Dins 'n' computers classes will meet 
'Saturdays, October 20 - November 17, at the West 
counts Computer Center, near Highway 270 and 
Manchester. Calsses are held during one of three tim 
schedules: 9:30 - 10:50 a;m., 11 a.m. - 12:20 P.m., and 
12:30 - 1 :50 pm.m Both IBM and Macintosh computerws 
are featured in the program. Tuition for each course is 
$32, or $59 for two classes. For more informatin call 
553-5957, or 553-5961 . Classes sizes ore limited;early 
registration is encouraged. 
iI'r~M~~ijCDAi;~~1it';:iS::C;:;c; t;!."y ;.'1 
"Out of denial and into life." Sponsored by the Wemons 
Center, Pat Finlley,Women's Communnity coord inator of the 
Edgewood Program, will be discussing the transforming, 
healing, and fulfilling journey !Jf change through recovery 
from a chemical or a relationship addiction. This discussion 
will be held on Monday, Octoober 22 from noon - 1 :00 p.m. 
at 211 Clark Hal l. 
JastI ...... ! 
1989 Kawasaki 250 inja, 
1400 miles black w/ red 
stripes $2800 call 878-9114 
or 878-8027. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES 
from $1 (U repair). Delin-
quent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Your area (1) 805-
687-6000 Ext. GH- 2166 for 
cu rrent repo list. 
FULL-TIME SALES 
REPRESENTA nVE 
NEEDED 
This position requires a 
Motivated and Customer 
Service oriented person for 
outside sales. Responsible 
for the coordination and 
development of our Campus 
Sales Promotions, may 
involve some Commercial 
Sales. Sales experience is 
preferred but will train the 
right candidate. This is an 
opportunity to gain valuable 
Sales/Marketing experience 
while working toward your 
degree. Daytime hours a 
must. Please apply in 
person. Kinko's Copies 8434 
Florissant Rd. 
NEED EXTRA INCOME 
FOR 1990? Earn $500-
$1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For details Rush 
$1 with SASE to OIH Group, 
7121 Laural Hill, Orlando, 
FL. 32818. 
Accuracy Plus Word 
Processing Services for all 
your typing needs. Includes 
dissertations, theses, term 
papers, research Papers, 
etc .... Computer spell check, 
grammar/punctuations 
check, 15 years secretarial 
experience, professional 
work at affordable prices. By 
appointment only. Cat! Ann 
at 869-0369. 
SPRING BREAK 1991 
Individual or student 
organization needed to 
promote Spring Break trip. 
Earn money, free trips and 
valuable work experience. 
CALL NOW!!llnter-Campus 
Programs: 1 -800-327-601~. 
Santa's Photo Palace needs 
attractive women for part 
time Christmas help. $51hr 
plus bonus. Flexible hours. 
Must be dependable, 
personable, enjoy kids, have 
own transportation. 645-
7581 mornings. 
Best Fundraiser On-
Campusl Looking for a 
fraternity, sorority or student 
organization that would like 
to earn $500-$1000 for a 
one week on-campus 
marketing project. Must be 
organized and hardworking. 
Call Ashley or Amy at (800) 
592-2121. 
The Old Spaghetti Factory is 
looking for energetic, 
hardworking, and dynamic 
ind ividuals to join our 
restaurant staff. we are 
looking for bus, kitchen, 
host, wait, and bar person-
nel. Please call or come 
down Monday through 
Friday, 1-3, or make an 
appointment. We are located 
in Historic Laclede's Land ing 
at 727 North First . Call 621-
0276. 
Before and after school child 
care in my home for 2 boys 
ages 7 and 8. 7:00 to 9:00 
am and 3:30 to 6:00 pm. 
Town and country area. Call 
993-1474 evenings. 
Travel Sales Representative 
wanted, outgoing, aggres-
sive, seH-motivated individu-
als or groups to market 
winter and Spring Break 
trips on campus. For more 
information call Student 
Travel Services at1 800 
648-4849. 
Give Blood 
The Beta Alpha Psi's will sponsor a U.M.-SI. Louis BlOod 
Drive. When you give blood you give another birthday, 
another anniversary, another day at the beach, another night 
under he stars, another talk with a friend, another laugh, 
another hug, another chance. The blood drive will be held 
Monday and Tuesday October 22 and 23 from 9 a.m. - 2 
p.m. in the JC penny building in room 126. 
Asian-American .. IIAldlure 
Shawn wong will discuss Asian-American literature at noon 
in Room 229 of the J.C. Penney Building. Wong is an 
associate professor of American ethnic studies at Wash· 
ington University. Call 553-5180. 
Conversations with the Faculty 
Chuck Smith, director of Athletics, will be in the Under-
ground non-smoking section from noon to 1 pm. All 
students are welcome. This is sponsored by the Wesley 
Foundation. 
Personal Freedon during Pregnancy 
Professor Susan Appel10n of Washington University School 
of Law will discuss government interference with 
pregnancy.Some of the issues to be explored are: Do 
wemon have the right to engage in "legal" behavior which 
could harm the fetus (i .e. alcohcill use)? What are the legal 
repercussions of illegal behavior resulting in fetal damage. 
The discussion will be held Wednesdday, Octoober 24 
from noon· 1 :00 p.m. at 211 Clark Hall. 
RAISE A 
THOU$AND 
IN A WEEK 
The fundraiser that's wor1<ing 
on 1800 college campuses! 
Your"campus group can earn up to $1000 
in iust one week. No investment needed. Be first on 
your campus. A FREE gift iust for calling. Call Now 
1-800-765·8472 Ext,!M1 
_ReB __ 
Largest Library of Information In U.S. -
all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visal Me or COD 
IW.IIW. ~nq;;~~Jt;!~~ 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information 
11322 Idaho Ave. #20frA. Los Angeles. CA 90025 
Classic Image Photography-
Professional Photographic 
services for: Weddings, 
contemporary portraits, 
commercial, advertising, 
portfolios, etc. Please call 
Bryan or Kelly at 291-0030. 
THE LESBIAN GAY 
CAMPUS ORGANIZATION 
IS A SUPPORT GROUP 
FOR GAY AND BISEXUAL 
STUDENTS, STAFF AND 
FACULTY. WE ARE NOT A 
DATING SERVICE! MEET-
INGS FROM 1 TO 3PM ON 
MONDAYS. JOIN US FOR 
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIES. 
PLEASE CALL 553-5380 
FOR MORE INFO . . 
I NEED THE NEW MATH 02 
BIC WORKBOOK. INTER-
MEDIATE ALGEBRA THIRD 
EDITION BY CHARLES ' 
MCKEAGUE CALL MICH-
ELLE AT 423-4467 OR AT 
THE CURRENT 5174. 
Learn to Fly, become a 
license pilot and have fun 
too. I an a federally licensed 
flight instructor and special-
ize in teaching beginner 
student pilots. I teach both 
the classroom and in:flight 
art. Call Steve 441-6666. 
Retreat opportunity spon-
sored by: Newman House. 
Where : Kenrick Retreat 
Center (carpooling from 
Newman house) When : Oct. 
19th -21 st (Fri after work -
Sun 5 p.m.) Who: All are 
welcome for more info call 
385-3455 Newman House or 
Steve at 863-6351 . 
Modelsl Do you need good 
B&W pictures for your folio, 
call Nicole for info. 553-
5174. 
PM thank you for last week. 
It took so much stress off 
me. we'Ve got to 00 It agam. 
Ed. 
Scott, I miss you so much I 
think about you everyday. 
. It's hard now but its better 
this way. Good luck in life 
Love your Sweety Pie 
Super Tuesday, Make up 
your mind, if you do really 
have one. Mark, Andrew, 
Steve (long-shot), Mike, or 
John. Cape Cods.do you 
right. Polo robes look great 
as a cape. Easy street is not 
so easy. Love RKMH 
Dear Poops ie, Halloween is 
just two weeks away, what's 
it gonna be a trick or a treat? 
your little goblin Teddie. 
Jay I love your cute little 
neck. Happy late anniver-
sary. love your honey. 
Partner M. were going to 
bust 'em! And I love it. 
Thanks for all your help! 
Love par..n~rC. 
Sick Iii' puddin' I'm looking 
forward to being kidnapped. 
I can deal with a blindfold 
but please, no ropes. Gerg 
QUALITY RESUMES! 
A & A PC PUBLISHING 
FEATURING LASERJET PRINTING 
Cover letters, term papers, spreadsheets, etc. 
We'll be happy to discuss your need 
CALL 997-6383 
'Ask for Brenda 
AM I PREGNANT'? 
FIND OUT FOR SURE. 
(~5~ANO , FREE PrebTIancy Tes t ing o Im m edi a t e r esults 
• Co m pletely con fiden ti al 
o Call or wal k in 
645·1424 227·5111 
1>7-'4 ('Ja'ion li rl. -\I I ti a, l l' r I<rt . 
1:--' 1. I.oui, ' I Bal h~i ll J 
24 .. Hour Phone ServIce 
Work at our 
place, at 
your pace. 
We know that sometimes you have the 
kind of work that only you can do. That's 
why at Kinko's, you can come in and work yourself on our Macintosh" 
computers. We'll even give you $2 off of our hourly rental rate to try it 
yourself. And we won' t rush you! 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
: $2 per hour Off Mac Rental : 
• $2 off per hour on self·service Macintosh computer time, at partiCipating Kinko's. • 
• One coupon per customer. Not valid wrth any other offer. Offer expires 10-31 -90 • 
• • 
: Open 7~:;::/O p.m. kinko's. : 
• 8434 Florissant Rd. the copy center • 
• (3 blocks from campus) • 
• • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sa.le 2.i99E1SeV/herei$36 
:M~""" Eas . RIIIer -
. .. u·~ . . , 
sale 25.99 Elsewhere $36 : 
Pepp8r-WaSlt SIrett:h . 
RelaXed Rider 
Cormortable E,s.P.® Stretch Denim in 
II soft· Pepper Wash finish. . 
lUTyi Sa" ends Or::toIIIII' ~ 
LEVI'S EMPORIUM 
, Maplewood' Page at 1-170.1-270 at W. Florissant 0 Alton. Lemay Ferry at Lindbergh 
, Fairview Heights' S. Kingshighway 0'·70 at Cave Springs' Crystal City" Eureka . 
• Belleville at Westfield Plaza" Manchester at Barfa« Stat ion' Dorsett Village ' Washington 
ED TORIA s 
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICEfTHE WHITE HOUSE Lights Mean Safety 
Lights at night on campus are a neccessity, not a lUxury. 
So far this campus has been lucky that there haven't 
been any reported rapes, murders, muggings, or broken 
bones. That is, until last week, when a woman tripped in 
the dark and broke her ankle. 
THE US. HAS THE HIGHEst 
MURDER RATE Of ANY 
MOD~N. 'NDUSrRIAVlED 
THE HIGHEST INFANT 
···MORTALITY RATE •.. 
... T~E HIGHE~T ILLITERACY 
\ 
RA1L J 
There was no reason this should have happened. There 
is no excuse for not having adequate lighting on campus. 
So far, all students have gotten from the administration is 
flimsy excuses such as, "it's a union problem, burnt out 
bulbs have to be reported, we're working on it, there have 
been power outages allover town, and we're getting to 
it. " 
Obviously, administration doesn't deem this problem 
serious enough to take action on. Perhaps they don't 
realize the dangers that exist after 5:00. 
H~TtON ... 
\ 
Students and faculty who don't voice their concerns i~------------.. 
should accept part of the blame for the darkness. Form a ----------........ =-...-, 
coalition for lights, picket the General Services Building , 
or more realistically, call Facilities Services at 553-6312 
or the pOlice department at 553-5155 to report burnt out 
lights or power outages. If you don't get satisfaction within 
a reasonable amount of time, call the Vice Chancellor for 
Administrative Services, Larry Schlereth at 553-6100. If 
you still don't get satisfaction, try visiting Chancellor 
Touhill during her open office hours. That will definately 
reap results. 
It's not only burnt out bulbs that are a problem. There are 
certain areas on campus for example, between SSB and 
the parking garages, that need light posts. It may cost a 
few bucks, but can you put a price on safety? 
At the last Student Government Association 's meeting a 
couple of students shared their stumbling in the dark 
stories. Why? Lights would have prevented these testi-
monies. 
Letters Policy LETTERS To THE EDITOR--
The Current welcomes le tters to the editor. The writer 's student 
number and phone number must accompany all letters. Non-students 
must also include their phone numbers. Letters shou ld be no longer than 
two typed , double-spaced pages. No unsigned letters will be published, 
but the author's name can be withheld by requesL 
The Current reserves the right to edit all letters for space and style. 
The Current reserves the right to refuse publication of letters. 
, Racist Propaganda' Outrages Student 
To the editor; the right frame of mind to accept the is timely to bash Arabs! _ 
A challenge. Reprint the cartoon - message being presented by the next. · -Dear Ms. Be-rardino , it Is- not -
featured in Oct. 11 edition of the For many years the majority of timely to bash Arabs or Jews , or any 
Current . Only, this time insert the the Arab community took these other ethnic minority. It is time, 
words Jews or Blacks instead of blows quietly. Things are changing however, to bash the people respon-
Arabs. however, and such racist propaganda sible for garbage such as this. 
racist prop~g¥lda will..Do m>~L 
again. Less than this is unacceptable. 
.---------------------------, It is certainly not my intent to is no longer going to be tolerated. I have discussed this cartoon 
In addition to this, the cartoon, as 
well as the one above it, needs to be 
reprinted; no excuses about space. A 
very large space was found for it last 
time. Readers [need to be able to] 
accurately access the seriousness of 
this mauer. The Current is published weekly on Thursdays. Advertis-
ing rates are available upon request by contacting the Curren 
business office at (314) 553-5175. Space reservations for 
advertisemerHs must be received by 5 p.m. the Monday prior 
to publication. 
The Current, financed in part by student activity fees, is 
not' an official publication of the University of Missouri. The 
University is not responsible for the Current's contents and 
policies. 
. Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the 
editorial staff. Articles labeled "commentary" or "column" 
are the opinion of the individual writer. 
All material contained in this issue are the property of the 
Current and cannot be reproduced or reprinted without the 
express written consent of the Current and its staff. 
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insult anyone; however, if the word Almost as atrocious as the with some of the Arab students OT). 
Jews or Blacks had appeared in this cartoon, was the response I received campus and have recieved not only 
cartoon, it would never have from the Current, when I called to reactions of outrage, but also 
appeared; and this is my point. This voice my outrage over such a thing embarressment, that "their" univer-
cartoon, which on the surface might being printed. When I asked the sily would print such an insulting 
appear to the very naiive to carry the editor, Laura E. Berardino, "What do thing . . 
message that racism is something to you think would have happened had At the very least, these students, 
be frowned upon, in reality carries a the word Jews appeared instead of as well as all other students on 
very different underlying message. Arabs?" campus who were subjected to this 
That it's O.K. to bash Arabs. She responded, and I quote, nauseating piece of racist propa-
Readers should also note the "That wouldn't have been very ganda, deserve an apology. And, 
significance of the cartoon above the timely." more than that, there needs to be a 
one to which I am referring [to] as it Utter aghast and amazement very specific written commitment, 
without a doubt, gets the reader in This person just told me she thinks it published by the Current that such 
I await reaction. 
Sincerely, 
Melanie Al-Khoraski 
President of Students for a Better 
Campus 
Editor's Note: The point of 
the cartoon was to show that racism 
still exists how and ' transferrable 
racism can be. 
Alcohol Not Necessary On Campus 
To the editor; 
In response to the October 4 
editorial, I cannot believe the 
students or staff of this university 
would even begin to consider 
anything so ludicrous or irrespon-
sible as serving alcohol on the 
UMSL campus. 
The editorial states that "part of 
education is learning how to deal 
with various social situations." 
Wrong. Part of growing up is 
learning how to deal with a variety 
of ~ituations. My fonnal education 
has nothing to do with handling 
"drinking and/or being around 
people who drink." If I want to . 
experience or view the effects of 
alcohol, I will go to a bar or a party. 
The editorial also advocates that 
serving heer on campus "in a 
controlled environment" is an 
acceptable practice. Wrong again. 
How does the author propose to 
control alcohol consumption at mass 
attended affairs such as "campus 
parties or ath,letic events?" 
How do you prevent somone of 
legal age buying drinkds for under-
age friends? Being a "legal adult" 
does noteq,uate to being a respon-
sible adult, as the spouses!siblings! 
friends of people murdered each year 
by drunk drivers can testify. 
" 
Last, how is the university 
absolved of liability because you 
stopped serving drinks early? If the 
bat doses an hour before the end of 
the e, .:nt, instead of ordering that 
one last drink people will simply 
order two or three to tide them over 
until they leave. 
And the phrase "obviously · 
intoxicated" is a misnomer. Don't we 
all put away a six-pack and a couple 
of shots and still function as if they 
were stone cold sober? But would 
you let the same person drive you 
home? Not in a million years . 
. It is not an issue of bartenders 
reliability; it is a matter of the person 
who chooses to drink and drive 
accepting complete responsibility for 
the t:ragic damage they can and do 
incur. 
The notion of serving alcohol on 
campus, whether at fonnal or 
infonnal events, is completely and 
totally unacceptable. 
I am attending UMSL to com-
plete my fonnal education. I do not 
expect the bar down the street to 
issue my college degree; why should 
I be expected to deal with drinks at 
any time on campus? 
Nancy Johnson 
Reporters Sh'ould' Be Banned From Locker Rooms' 
To the editor; 
Why do professional and college 
male athletes have to be ~ld . 
pri~mers in their own lock.er rooms? 
Taking a shower in a locker room 
without the opposite sex present is a 
basic right that shouldn't have to be 
forfeited, no matter ''- '(Jatjob you . 
perfonn. It is ridiculous to think that 
towels and. bath robes are the answer 
for the basic privacy that the pI8yers 
deserve. . . 
They should be able to get 
dressed at tl:Jeir own lockers without 
the risk of having to be strategic 
about it Would women athletes talk 
to men in their locker rooms with 
Of course not. 
Unfortunately, the players and 
.coaches have to deal with an 
irrational NFL commisssioner naru>!d 
Paul Tagliabue. Since he can't 
comprehend this basic right, he . 
should resign his position and give it 
to someone like Sam Wyche who 
can. 
T..c sportswriters could meet 
their deadlines by inlervj~wing the 
athletes immediately following the 
game in the media room. The players 
who aren't being interviewed won't 
have to sit a half hour in detention, 
while the press interviews the others 
and [they] can be home sooner with 
their families, . without feeling 
uncomfortable. 
The fans who buy the tickets and 
newspapers have spoken and agree 
that the basic rights of the players are 
mure important than the comment 
that might be missing in the next 
days paper. I agree with my four 
while men are naked, "That's silly!" 
she said. A four year old has more 
common sense than the NFL 
commissioner. 
Jerry Cassidy 
UM-St. Louis Alumnus 
CORRECTfON 
_ _________________ -' only a towel wrapped around them? 
The solution to this difficult 
problem is very simple - it's called a 
media room. I believe that a maj<1rity 
of the NFL players would cooperat..e 
and walk 30 feet to a media room to 
ensure the rights of his teammates to 
shower and dress in private. This 
would work: for players and sports 
writers. 
year old neice, Colleen, about 
women being in men~ locJc~r r(){)m~ 
In the Oct. 4 edition: of the Current, 
David McIntire stated that a 
permanent place could be established 
for the consumption and sale of 
alcohol. It should have read that a 
pennanent place could be established 
for the co.nsumption. not sale of 
alcohol. The Current apologizes for 
any confusion !his may have caused. 
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SGA, from page 1 
one gets half a desk its better than 
nothing." 
Objections to the idea were that 
it would be difficult to assign space 
and that there is already a shortage of 
lounge space. The issue was tabled 
to be brought up at a later date. 
Smoking 
Maneucciaskedfor student input 
on rules concerning smoking on 
campus. He said University of Mis-
souri President, C. Peter Magrath, 
will be making a smoking policy to 
cover the UM campuses. In an in-
formal vote of all people at the · 
meeting, 27 were in favor of a smoke-
free environment and 15 were op-
posed. 
UM-St. Louis has already es-
tablished its own smoking policy 
that will ban campus tobacco sales 
on Jan. 1, 1990 and prohibit all 
smoking beginning this June. 
FRATS, from page 1 
trash. We called the university in 
August" 
Lamping said David Thomason, 
student services coordinator, agreed 
to have the fraternities keep the noise 
down past 10 o'clock Sunday 
through Thursday and 120' clock on 
Fridays and Saturdays. Since then, 
Lamping said, there have been no 
problems. 
Both fraternities said that the 
universifY handled the maner appro-
priately. 
"I don't blame Thomason one 
bit. He did what had to do. I would do 
the same thing. Chisolm said, 
"We're in agreement with all parties 
[the university and the police]. 
The ramifications for losing rec-
ognition according to Delaloye, in-
clude, loss of advertising privileges 
on campus, no pprties, no meetings 
on campus and freezing of any uni-
versity funds. 
Chemical And 
Relationships Re-
covery Workshop 
"Out of denial and into life." 
Sponsored by the Wemons Center, 
Pat Finlley,Women's Communnity 
coordinator of the Edgewood Pro-
gram, will be discussing the trans-
forming, healing, and fulfilling 
journey of change through recovery 
from a chemical or a relationship 
addiction. This discussion will be 
held on Monday, Octoober 22 from 
noon - 1:00 p.m. at 211 Clark Hall. 
Pregnancy Rights 
For Women 
Professor Susan Appelton of 
Washington University School of 
Law will discuss government 
interference with pregnancy.Some 
of the issues to be ('.plored are: 
Do women have the right to 
engage in "legal" behavior which 
could harm Lire fetus (i.e. alcuholl 
use)? What are the legal repercus-
sions of illegal behavior resulting 
in fetal damage. The discussion 
will be held Wednesdday, 
Octoober 24 from noon - 1:00 p.m. 
at 211 Clark Hall. 
CURRENT · October 18,1990 
LET us HEL-P'YO 
'jilij IMMEDIATE RESUL TS _ 
T E S T "If an untimely pregnOlncy pre5ntts a pt:nonal crisiJ i.n your life ... Let us bel p you !" 
FREE TEST -Can de{tc( pregnancy 10 days after i[ ~gins! 
Profcssio .. uJ Counseling &.: Assis (;!nce. All S«Vic.es Fret" 6= Confideotial 
Brentwood : 962-5 300 Bridg<lOn : 227-8775 Hunp,on Sou,h: %2-l6Sl 
Ballwin: 22 7- 2266 S .. Chad", : 7H-1Z00 Midtown: H6--4900 
Every M inute Someone 
. is 
A ssau lted!!.! 
The Key Chain Sprayer 
• Stops animals & humans, especially on persons under the 
influence of alcohol & or narcotics Immediately. 
• Carry in hand when walking alone, entering buildings, hallways, 
elevators, parking lots or any place that makes you feel un-
comfortable. 
• Simply point the unit at attackers face & spray. It shoots a shot 
gun stream pattern up to 12 feet!! 
Totally Incapacitates one or more attackers for 10-15 minutes, 
enough time so you won't become another M inute. 
Send Check or Money Order for $16 .95 plus $2.00 shipping & 
handling to: Echo Enterprises 
P.o. Box 5732 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
(Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.) 
STEAM B 
JAN UARY 2-12 * 5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS 
BRECKEN-..-" 
JANUARY 2-9 * -5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS 
VAIUBEAVER 
JANUARY 2-12 * 
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS 
9th ANNUAL COLLEGIATE WINTER SKI BREAKS 
1:8o'ii~32t:59i1 
I'm Here 
When You Need Me 
F;iI 
~ A CIRRUS. 
The Automatic Teller 
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or call us at 383· 
5555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used atthe machine in Univer-
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it. 
383-5555 
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE 
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121 
Member FDIC' 
Alcoholic beverages are drinks of camaraderie:, . . 
liospitality and enjoyment. It is when they ar~ .~~ ·Jn ~ exces$$nd-, 
in driving rf:)lated situations, that they contribute to ,- . . 
th;e growing number of tragic trame aecideAts. 
Qur attitudes must change. : - - . . 
We can stili enjoy drinkjngbut we need to know that it'S 
time to say· "None For The Road;' or 
leave the drtving to others. . 
Sl Louis County Distributor of 
Anheuser-Busch products . . 
(;,~.<!a:~ _~' .. 
Jerry G. Cijnt:n'-~ 
--President · 
Chairman of the Board-
. ",.. 
· ...................................................... -.......... . 
IANDwrrn · 
AIR FORCE ROTC 
AND WATCH YOUR 
CAREER FLY. 
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• 
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• 
• 
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FREE FROZEN YOGURT 
Show your valid UM-St. Louis 1.0. 
and get a free frozen yogurt 
with any purchase. 
Offer Qood through 
October 28,1990 only 
at McDonald's'®of Bel-Ridge, 
Natural Bridge and N. Hanley. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
$ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: Please present student 1.0. when ordering. • 
• © 1990 McDonald's® Corporation ... : 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ,40! . 0 _ _ 
As an Air Force ROTC cadet, 
you can land yourself in a career 
with excitement: as a pilot, navigator, 
missile officer - as an Air Force officer . 
You will gain an education in leadership 
as you work toward your degree.You'llleam to -
command with confidence. You may also qualify for 
scholarship programs that help pay for college. When you 
graduate, you can exchange your tassle and gown for an 
Air Force uniform - and watch your career take off. 
. Call 
CAPT MORRESE 
314-341-4925 
Leadership Excellence Starts Here 
SPORTS 
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Cardinal Pitcher Trades Glove For Textbooks Volleyball On A 
Winning Streak 
The UM-St. Louis volleyball 
team beat two nationally ranked 
schools before finishing second in 
the Lady Moc Invitational on Octo-
ber 12th and 13th at Florida South-
. em College in lAkeland, Florida. 
The Riverwomen defeated T!Jp 
20 schools, New Haven and Tampa, 
before losing to host Florida South-
ern in the championship match. The 
Riverwomen won three of five. 
matches to improve their overall 
record to 17-9.' 
The Riverwomen won two out of 
three matches in pool play. They 
beat New Haven, IS-4, IS-4, IS-7; 
lost to Florida Southern, 13-5, 6-1S, 
7 -IS; and defeated Florida Atlantic, 
IS-9, 15-10, 15-6. In the semifmals • . 
UM-St. Louis downed Tampa, 13-
1~, IS-7, 16-14, 15-9, 15-13, before 
losing to Florida Southern in the 
finals, 8-1S, IS-17. 15-9,2-15. 
Florida Southern, now 21-0, en-
tered the tournament ranked sixth 
nationally in NCAA Division II. New 
Haven was rated 19th last week. 
Tampa was 20th. 
The Riverwomen have made 
consistent progress in recent weeks 
winning 13 of their last 15 matches 
and reaching the championship 
match of two successive tourna-
ments. They won their last tourna-
ment at Tennessee-Martin on Octo-
ber 5th and 6th. 
"We played very well the last 
two weekends," said head coach 
Denise Silvester. "I hope we can keep 
this up." 
Senior hitter Carla Addoh and 
junior middle hitter Pam Paule were 
named to the all-tournament team at 
Florida Southern. Both have also been 
honored by the Missouri 
Intercollegiate Athletic Associaton. 
Addoh is this week's "Hitter of the 
Week," while Paule is is the "De fen -
sive Player of the Week." 
The Riverwomen hope to ride 
their momentum into this week's fi-
nal session of the MlAARoundRobin 
ToumamentatCentral Missouri State 
in Warrensburg. UM-St. Louis won 
three of four matches in the flTst half 
of the Round Robin last month. They 
will play five matches this weekend. 
UM-St. Louis faces Washburn 
and Missouri Western on October 
19, and they will meet face Southeast 
Missouri State, Missouri Southern, 
and Northeast Missouri State on 
October 20. 
The match against Southeast 
Missouri may be the most critical 0 1 
the weekend. SEMO has been ranked 
as high as 15th in the nation. They 
are ranked ahead of UM -S t. Louis in 
the South-Central Region. 
by K.c. Clarke 
managing editor 
Mathews has returned to school to that comes with life in the big leagues is Mathews said one piece of ad-
fulfilt a personal belief that there are one area where Mathews sees the ad- vice he can offer students at UM-St. 
few things in life as valuable as a good vantage of having an education, espe- Louis is to try to finish your degree all 
If you're a young starting pitcher education. ciallyan education in economics. at once, rather than waiting to come 
in the major leagues, averages are a Drafted by the big leagues while "I knew the reality of how to back to it. He said even though that's 
way of life. Statistics like earned-run he was still in school at Fullerton handlethemoneY,"saidMathews,"But the way he chose to do it, it makes 
averages, numbers of innings pitched, College in California, Mathews in the beginning it was coming in so things a whole lot harder. 
strike out to walk ratio's, number of had to put his degree on hold. But fast, you kind of lose it. You start "If you have the opportunity to 
games completed are the kinds of Mathews said that in major league wanting to buy everything you've ever do it, then do it," Mathews said. "I 
figures that make or break careers in sports, when the call comes, it's now or wanted in the last 20 years when you said I would do it larer, and now it's 
the sports pages and at the trading never. didn't have any money." seven years later, and it's hard! You·'ll 
tables. If you're a young starting "Education to me is more impor~ Mathews said knowing how to save yourself alotof anguish if you do 
pitcher, you learn how to deal with tantthan baseball,"Mathews~aid. "But keep an eye on your finances can help it when you're young." 
them. You also know that[hings aren't I knew I had the talent to play, and I you to protect yourself, not only from Mathews also said that students 
always the way they seem. wanted to use that while I could to your spending habits, but from the should not approach an education with 
Greg Mathews, a young starting become financially secure. You can spending habits of others. the motive of only making money. 
pitcher for the St. Louis Gardinals, always go back to school, but you can 't "If you can handle your own While money can buy a lot of things, 
knows how to deal with the averages. always go back to baseball." money, it'll save y.ou a lot of money," it can't buy you a good education. 
After spending the 1989 season on the Though Mathews planned on Mathews said. "Just the idea that you That's something you have to do 
disabled list recovering froIT) surgery returning to school as soon as possible, can carryon a conversation with your yourself. 
on a tom medial-collateral ligament in the demands o( a major league career financier, and you know whathe'sdoing " I don't think your sole motiva-
his pitching arm, he only started five got in the way. helps. You hear stories like that in base- tion for getting an education and a 
games for the Cardinals in 1990. With "Being 3) student athlete is a ball, where some guys make $2 million degree should be to make money," 
his arm still on the mend, he was sent major challenge," Mathews said. and then they're broke while their agents Mathews saia. " You might lhink thal 
down to Louisville to pitch in the "People don'trea!ize the time involved. are somewhere in Brazil." that's easy for me to say, because I'm 
minors. Despite criticism from the local When I was at Fullerton, I had to carry With a wife and two childr~n, already financially secure. But, when 
press, Mathews remained philosophi- 15 hours and play ball. At Fullerton, Mathews has a good reason .for takmg all you want to do is make money, you 
cal about his break. from the big leagues. · h d · hIt 20 age· steps lokeep his futurefinanClally solid , tend to take shortcuts.You should take you a to ave at eas a . aver. . . ... .. 
With the pressure off, he was able to But my G.P.A. was dropping because I In ~dltlonbo' hiS IthnJury m.abdil~ ~Im tfhllifnk 
work out his arm without fear of re- · . th draft d the senouslya ut e POSSI Itles 0 e 
was concentratmg on e , an 
injury, an~ now he fe~ls he' s ready to baseball requirements were too much." without the glove. 
step back mto the maJors. . . Over the years, the thought of "That woke me up to the fact that 
While his baseball careens defl- finishing his degree has always been on I'm vulnerable," Mathews said. ''I'm 
your time and do it right." 
Whi Ie it's going to tlke 
Mathews some time to fini sh hi s 
nitel y one of the most important things Mathews mind. not always going to play baseball. But 
inMathewsliferightnow,careeraver- "It's been eating at me for so that's the chance you take. Baseball ofhis lifeli~sfarbeyondthe s tatistjcs 
ages aren't the only thing he has on his many years," said Mathews. "Plus, I never promised me anything." on the back of a baseball card. 
degree, it' s something he knows he'll 
do no matter what happens with his 
career. Mathews knows that the sum 
mind. With a sp(')rts injury bringing felt my mental sharpness was slowing Mathews said, when you'refaced 
home the reality that baseball isn' ~ down, and I wanted something more with something like a career threaten- for me as studying and going to 
forever, Mathews has temporarily than just baseball." ing injury, you have to look at the school," said Mathews. "When I 
traded baseball averages forgradepoint Mathews said one of the things positive side. 
"BasebaU did not come as hard 
averages, joining the ranks of UM -S t. that bothers him is the persistent slere- "It's a character builder. It takes 
Louis students in pursuit of an aca- otype of the dumb jock. something like that to make you appre-
graduate, I'm going to be even more 
proud of that degree than my career in 
baseball." 
demic degree. An economics major, "I want to be as intelligent as I ciale where you are. 
R-Ivermen Sr-I ng Home W-I n possiblycan,"saidMathews."Eve~if "That's one of the things you get I'm financially independent, I'm going from baseball. You learn t~, overcome 
to want to do something more with the challenges and the odds, Mathews 
myself." said. "I feel I have an advantage i~I ever The UM-St. Louis Rivermen 
proved their strength with a 4-1 win 
over local Division r rival Southern 
Illinois-Edwardsville, on October 11. 
''I'm pleased with our perfor-
mance," said head coach Don Dallas, 
whose Rivermen improved their 
reeord to 8-5 with the victory over 
SlUE. "It shows thatwe've got a good 
team. We've settled on a set lineup 
the last few games, and things are 
starting to fall into place." 
Craig Frederking scored two goals 
to end his scoring slump for the 
Rivermen. Steve Valle and Brain 
good forces up front." 
The Rivermen controlled the 
match most of the game. They outshot 
the Cougars, 16-8, and forced SlUE 
goalkeeper Derek Reis to make eight 
saves. SlUE's Jim Nischbach con-
verted a penalty kick in the second 
half to avert a shutout for the 
"I'm pleased with our 
performance. " 
-Don Dallas 
head soccer coach 
Hennessy added goals for UM-SL Rivermen. 
Louis. The game was the easiest win for 
Frederking, who has been both- UM-St. Louis in their series against 
ered by a pulled quadricep. had scored S IUE. UM -S t. Louis had beaten S IUE 
just one goal in the flTst 12 games of just seven times in 22 previous meet-
the seaSon. He put the Rivermen on ings. Until last week, the Rivermen 
top early against S IUE when he con- had never won by more than two goals. 
neeted on a header six minutes into The Rivermen also have had tre-
thematch. Helateraddedaninsurance mendous success on SIUE's home 
tally on a breakway, late in the con- turf, winning five of the last six meet-
test. ings against SLUE while in 
"Freddy (Frederking) is just now Edwardsville, 
getting healthy for the first time this Scott Litschgi and Darren Starzyk 
season," Dallas said. ''With him and both contributed a pair of assists 
Valle coming around, we have two against SIDE. Litschgi, who has been 
Current 
Athlete of the Week 
Carla Addoh 
Volleyball 
hitter- senior 
Named to All-tournament 
team at Florida Southern 
MIAA's "Hitter of the Week" 
"She played outstanding," 
head coach Denise Silvester 
said. "It's her best playing In 
four years." 
Sponsored By: 
-McDonald's® of Bel-Ridge 
8624 Natural Bridge Rd. at North Hanley Rd. 
perhaps the team's most consistent Mathews said havino- an educa- enter the work force, because r m not 
midfielder this season, leads the lion has helped with certai~ aspects of going to cn:mbk if someone sa(,s .:~ 
Rivermen with five assists. his baseball career. Handling the money me, oh, you re domg that wrong. 
"Litschgi is starting to get the 
attention of opposing coaches," Dal-
las said. "He's been outstanding." 
Steve Valle's goal against SlUE 
improve;d his goal-scoring streak to 
four straight games. He has scored in 
five of the last six matches, with seven 
goals during that span. 
After a home contest against Mis-
souri Valley on October 17 at 7:30 
p.m., the Rivermen will hit the road 
for a pair of regional contests on Oc-
tober 20nd and21st in the Kentucky 
Wesleyan Tournament at Owensboro, 
Kentucky. 
The Rivermen will meet regional 
foes Northern Kentucky on October 
20 and Kentucky Wesleyan on Octo-
ber 21. 
"Obviously, we have to win both 
games if we want to keep our playoff 
hopes alive," Dallas said . 
The scheduled game on October 9 
at Washington University was post-
poned due to wet fields. It has been 
rescheduled for October 30 at Francis 
Field. S tatting time remains 7:30 p.m. 
UM - St . Lou is Sco reboa rd 
October 11 
UM-St. Louis 
SIU-Edwardsville 
October 14 
4 
1 
UM-St. Louis '1 
Northeast Missouri 1 
Volleyball 
October 12-13 
UM-St. Louis took 
second in the Florida 
Southern 
tournament, losing in 
the championship 
game to Florida 
Southern 
Settle For 
Tie In OT 
The UM-St. Louis women's soc-
cer team tied I-I against Northeast 
Missouri State, on October 14, in 
Kirksville, when Christine Berry 
scored a goal in the 84th minute of the 
game. The tie left UM-St Louis with 
a 9-3-3 overall record. 
Berry scored on an assist" from 
Carmen Liorico, who beat a Northeast 
Missouri defender and sent a pass 
across the box. Berry found the mark 
. for her team-leading eighth goal of 
the season. 
"We had a lapse in the first half, 
but we pretty much controlled the 
play after that," said head coach Ken 
Hudson. "Even though we trailed most 
of the game, we had chances to win in 
t.f}e last few minutes and again in 
overtime." 
UM-St. Louis outshot Northeast 
See Socce r, page 6 
Run, Kick, Punt 
- - -, Bump, Score Go 
by Melissa A. Green -
sports editor 
The students and athletes ofUM-
St. Louis are busy showing their stuff 
in the Intramural leagues offered on 
campus. 
In the Intram ural football leagues , 
Hurt'em Bad and the Sig Tau's have 
taken the lead in their divisions. 
In the East division, the games for 
October 9 were rained out. They will 
be played at the end of the season, if 
they are needed for team standings. 
During the games on October 11 
in the West division, the Sig Tau's 
won 12-6 over the Indy's and TKE 
beat Pi Kappa Alpha 12-7. 
The standings in each division are 
as follows: 
In the East division, Hut'em Bad 
leads, followed by TRW, The Lynch 
Mob, and the Gladiators. 
In the Westdivision,the SigTau's 
are in fIrst place, followed by the 
TKE's, Pi Kappa Alpha, and the 
Indy's. 
In upcoming action, TRW plays 
Hurt'em Bad at 2 p.m. and the Gladi-
ators are up against The Lynch Mob at 
3 p.m. on October 23. On October 25, 
the Indy's will face the Pike's at 2 
p.m. and the Sig Tau's will play the 
TKE's at 3 p.m. 
In Intramural soccer, the action is 
fIring up as the league enters its third 
GET THAT BALL! The .Intramural soccer league holds games on Mondays and Wednesdays. This 
player is anxiously looking for a player to papss the ball to(photo by Nicole Menke) 
week of competition. Sumac Attack 
plays Proton Saga at 2 p.m. and the 
Pikes are up against Belantara at 3 
p.m. on Monday October 22, while 
the Sig Tau's will face the Indy's al2 
p.m. on Wednesday, October 24. 
In action on October 15, the Pikes 
beat Sumac Attack in overtime 3-2, 
while Proton Saga beat the Indy's 4-
2. On October 17, the Sig Tau beat 
Belantara in overtime 3-2. 
The standings in the leagues are 
SigTau's first, followed by Belantara, 
Sumac Attack, Proton Saga, Pike's, 
and the Indy's. 
The Coed volleyball leagues are 
in the last leg of the season as they 
prepare for the playoffs on October 
17. 
page 6 
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points holds the lead. Missouri 14-4 during the game. One school's all-time scoring list. Berry, a 
close shot hit the goal post, while sev- junior, now has 14 goals and six assists 
era! others went just wide. . for 34 points. Keough, who played at 
Defensively, the Riverwomen UM-St Louis in 1981 and 1982, had 
overcame several injuries to play a 32 points. 
. good game. Wingback Anne DeGunia Berry is second on the team in 
was sidelined by a bruised foot and Sue scoring this season. She enters this 
~: Lammert missed the game with a thigh week's action with eight goals and two 
LIorica's assist in Sunday's g~e 
was her first point in six games. Her 
last points came when she scored a 
goal in a 2-1 win over Gannon on 
September 22. She is now third on the 
team in scoring, with six goals and five 
assists for 17 points. 
'" injury that is slow to heal. assists for 18 points. Kim Miller's 19 The Riverwomen have a chance to 
.: In their stead, Cheryl Kamp and 
DPMA Student Chapter Night 
Jennifer Zingg handled the wingback 
spots. Mary Pat Timme and Julie 
Intagliata were steady at the stopper 
and sweeper postions, respectively. 
"Our midfield also played very 
well," Hudson said. "Cheryl Spence 
and Cannen (Llorico) were all overthe 
place. We just didn't get the results up 
front" 
The October meeting of the Data Processing Management 
Association will be held Tuesday, October 23, 1990 at the 
Hol.iday Inn-Downtown St. Louis, 200 N. 4th Street. The social 
hour and Student Chapter Highlights will begin at 6:00 p.m ., 
With her goal against Northeast 
Missouri, Berry moved past Peggy 
Keough and into lOth place on the 
dinner will be served 7 p.m., and the after-dinner program will 
begin at 8 p.m. The guest speaker will be Michael F. Shanahan, 
chairman of the board and CEO of Engineered Air Systems, Inc. 
For more information, contact your St. Louis Chapter DPMA 
Coordinator, Mary EI-Baz, at (314 )275-8100 ext. 283. For 
reservations, call (314)993-3355. 
WANTED 
Contemporary Adult 
Marketing Coordinator 
for 
Grey Eagle Distributors 
St. Louis County Wholesaler of 
Anheuser-Busch products 
We offer part-time employment to an UM-st. Louis 
student, 21 or older, to represent the fine 
quality products of Anheuser-Busch. 
Please send resume to 
Steve Jones 
Grey Eagle Distributors 
2340 Millpark Drive 
Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043 
GREY EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
** 
** 
** 
** 
Ready to Live On Your Own? 
We're ready for yOU! 
LUCAS HUNT VILLAGE 
APA'RTMENTS 
Only 3 Minutes From UMSL 
Special discount for UMSL Students & Staff 
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments From $30S/month 
FREE HEAT 
Privacy Gate with Gate Attendant 
24 Hour Maintenance/On-site Management 
** 
** 
** 
** 
**Lighted tennis courts, fitness course, jogging course, pool** 
** Bi-8tate Bus Stop on Site 
Call us at 381-0550 
Open? days a week 
, . ' 
53·03 Lucas & Hunt Road 
at 1-70 
w. car ........ you ... 
hm ............. nagem.nt 
** 
make their fUiiilc this weekend when 
they travel to Florida to face top-rated 
Barry University on October 19 and 
Florida Institute of Technology on 
October 21. 
Barry, the defending Division II 
c~pion, is ranked first in the South 
region this week. Since only one school 
from each region goes to the national 
tournament, UM-St. Louis must win 
this weekend in order to be considered 
for an invitation to post-season play. 
"We haven't lost a game in the 
region this year," Hudson notes. "If we 
October 18, 1990 
CaB beaL Barry, ii ' J gi "ie u;'; Sum., ilia-
mentum and a shot at the tournament. 
If we don't, it will all be for nothing." 
In last year's meeting, Barry won 6-0 
over the Riverwomen while in St. 
Louis. 
$ FORBIDDEN FORTUNE 
$30,000.00 PER MONTH EVERY MONTH! 
$ 
IMr Friend, 
I challengt yOIl 10 join "'" In I totally 
"UNIQUE" Monty·Maklng •• nturt tbat 
conld chlnxe your life forn .. , Ind .ho,. you 
ho .. to bealn nmlng $30,000.00 per month. 
<very month. I GUARANTEE ITII (~The 
S50.00 Challenge) I· have laid out this plan in 
great detail in a step by step manual that even 
a child could fo llow. I know a 67 year old 
woman in Florida who purchased my manual 
and last month she made over S32.COJ.00. 
You could be next! Last month i madt 
S33.25).75 just by working 12 hou rs per 
week. This month I expect to earn over 
S)5,COJ.00 and take a 3 week vacation in 
Hawaii. This program has never been offered 
before and I will not offer it again. You 
cannot afford to pass up this opportunity. 
lRis revolutionlr)' money-making methud is 
in demand everywhere, yet few people even 
know it exis ts. Within 30 days you can be 
enjoying $3O,()(M}.OO a month, every monfh. 
Don't Envy me Join me! 
Imagine, never again having to ,",orry 
about your financial status. Imagine 
purchasing that speciaJ home for you r famil), 
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All this 
and much more are now possible for you to 
achieve, with my easy to follow Deluxe 
Program. When you order my Delllxe 
Program today. I will offer you FREE. 
unlimited, telephone consultation . Included 
in my manual is m y unpublished phone 
number for your personal use. Call ·anytime 
and I will be happy to help you with any 
questions . 
No, this has nothing to do .. tlh Re.1 
Estate, pt.ylng Ihe LoUery or Gambling. I t is 
PERfECTLY LEGAL and does not require 
a special talent or long hours. It' s very 
unusual and uniquely designed for each 
~rson that uses it. There is no "face to face" 
se1Jing or large investmem require-u. it's a 
"Money Making Program" that has a proven 
record and it is ex.tremely protitable. 
I NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY 
I started my program for under 515 .00 and 
you can do th~ same. It's as valid now as it 
was 2 y~ars ago, In fact, with the trend of the 
Nation 's economy today , my program is even 
mor~ of a success. 
ST ART FROM THE PRIVACY 
OF YOUR OWN HOME 
I put my "Delu.e Money·Making 
Program" into operation from my apartment 
2 years ago. while working a full time job. 
Ll<t year I dq!Osited over S61j.COJ.00 into 
my checking account. My accountant in New 
York has my financial stat,,",ent in his office 
(0 prove it. ] now own my own home in the 
mo.t prestigious pan of town. 
L-__ .:..:H;.::E:;;,R;.::E:...;'S::...::..P.:.;R..:O:..:::O..:f ___ --'1 I TAKE THE S50.00 CHALLENGE 
K.C Howton, TI. Fil. #19j 1 was working 2 
jobs and just barely geUing by. I began using 
your program 1 months ago and I now make 
more money in J montn 'han / did alf las( 
year. Thanlc.-you so much for your easy fa 
operate program. 
M.L. SI,rling. Va. File Nl25 J have never seen 
a program so easy (0 operate as yours. 
Believe me I have sent for numerous so called 
gel rich schemes. None of Ihem worked and 
{hey just cost me mom'y. I scarted "'OIH 
program for less I han S IO~ 00 and J no w 'earn 
over 124.000.00 per monlh. Thank-you sa 
much. 
c.c. Albany. NY File #273 Thank you very 
much for allowing me rhe opportunity (0 
participale in your "Deluxe Money·Making 
Program . .. II has changed my en lire life. J 
deposiled 118,500.00 in my checking account 
lasl monlh. 
T.J. SlUan, FI File #318 J was skeplical when 
I heard about your program. I Ihoughl il was 
one 0/ (hose get rich quick schemf!s fo con 
people. I figured "whal Ihe heck, eilher I 
make Ihe money you sayar J get. my mane), 
back plus 150.00. Well was I wrong." To 
think, J almost passed this opportunity up. I 
now earn more money in one month than I 
made alilasl year. Thank you Ron. 
I DON'T TAKE MY WORD fOR IT I 
Perhaps you have sent for some worthless 
get rich schemes in the pasL So many ad, 
promise you everything, but in reality you get 
nothing. [ guaranlee you sucess or I will pay 
you S50.OO for jusl trying my pfOj!r1Im . You 
can't lose. Read what Mark Preston a noted 
author and publisher on home opportunities, 
has to say about my "Delu,e Money-Making 
Program" . .. 
"Ron, you offer an outstanding 'oppor-
tunity. I don'l understand ""hy you don'l 
charge man than SIS.()() bUll do undersland 
K'hy J'Ou offlr HO.()() 10 anyone "'ho rrits 
your prorram. Simp')", it works as you 
dncrib~. I who/~ hNrlffl/), r«ommend your 
lkluxe Monty-Making Program to any"n. in 
netd oj 1Drt. sums of money. lHcausr irs 
pro/il<lblt. irrilimale and pro"en. " 
-MarJe PreSIon 
I am about (0 offer what no one else can! 
Order my Secrel Money·Making System 
Today and if you are not making at leas I 
130,COJ.00 following my syst em. send it back 
for a fult "fund. PLUS . I wilt send you an 
additional 550.00 simpty for Iryi ng my 
program. You have nOlhln2 10 'OM and 
.. erylhlnx to Rain . Either you make 
530 .000 .00 Or I pay you 550.00 for jusl trying 
my !"Jrogram. SUDDlies are Iimjted. I will 
honor orders onty ·unlil my supply has run 
o uL jf I receive your order afu:r I have run 
au! of manuals I ~ill simpl~' return your 
order with my Reg re ts. You Must Order 
Today To Ensure Your Copy Of My Secret 
Money·Making Program. 
I WHY ONLY $111.00 DOLL.~RS? I 
Obviouslv, 1 could earn much more mone y 
by offeri~g my delu,e money-making 
program at a much higher price. But I am not 
inlertSled in imme-fiate s hor t term orofits. I 
honesl!), wa nt 10 help and show a s'eleci few 
people this o ut standing opportuni!" . The 
people who mos{ need {his Deluxe Money-
Mak ing Program. could not afford it if it was 
too expensive. I. have priced it so that anyone 
who has any serious imcresl in becoming a 
financial success can ha ve the chance. It's all 
up to you! tn fact, I .... ill pay you S50 .oo just 
to try my Delu," Money·Making Program . 
You deserve more for yourself and your 
fam ily . ORDER today. your salisfacl ion is 
guarante-ed. 
If coupon is missing wrile your name and 
address on a piece of paper along wilh 518.00 
plus S2.00 shipping and handling and send to: 
POC Corponotlon 
Chenango Rd. 
Ni"w Hcn!G:-d, NY !34!3 1--------------, 
I I I P[)C Corpor.llon Inpl. 9003 I 
Ch~n.nJfo Rd. I Ntw HarHord. Nr 1J.41J I 
I Dear Ron. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I'd ~ crazy not 10 Iry your sYSI ~m . I 
und~rSland ir I don't staM making SJO.OCXJ ~r 
month I can r~lurn your Manual for a rull 
rC'rund plus an additional 150.00 ror jusl trying 
Y(lur Delu:\e Money · Mak.in~ S)I ~ rrm . On thai 
h3~is h~re i" my SI8.00 
I Name 
I I Addre .\5. 
ICilY 
I StalC" ____ Zip _____ _ 
I 
I Pie-aS(: include ~~ .OO to ((lvC"r ro~'OlJZC' and 
J handling or you. radall:C". 
L_~--_--___,~.!..R~~~ 
OPENS OCTOBER 19 IN SELECT ~EAS, ANn 
THEATRES EVERYWHERE OCTOBER 26. 
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Realities of War: What Youth Can Expect 
by Mark Ericson 
Features Editor 
"My crew chief and I crawled 
under the moving blades of a shot-
down Cobra helicopter to rescue its 
pi/Qtand co-pilot. The pilot was 
dead-he'd climbed out of the 
. cockpit and ruti into the blades. The 
pilot's head was still in his he/met 
about ten feet from his body. As we 
dragged the injured co-pilot out, my 
crew chief raised up 100 high and 
also was instantly killed by the 
wrilling blades," said Norman' 
"Bud" Wheeler, Vietnam Veteran. 
Norman Wheeler 
Wheeler, a helicopter door 
gunner, twenty years later, de-
scribed his tour of duty from1970 
to1971 in Vietnam. Wheeler was 
one of a four man helicopter crew 
that flew support missions. Wheeler 
said, "Riding in a helicopter was 
very exciting. it is entirely open. 
You would wear your flack jacket, 
not for protection, but to stay warm. 
You would be surprised how cold it 
gets goingl60 mph at 1.500 feet." 
Instead of wearing thdssued, 
bullet proof chest plate, he sat on 
his. Personel riding in heliCopters 
were more likely to be shot in the 
legs or rear, explained Wheeler. 
A typical day started out before 
dawn. His crew wouldgo through a 
pre-flight check, load ammunition 
and take off to pick up troops at 
another base. Wheeler said, 
"Coming into a landing zone was 
alwtlys scary. First, the artillery 
dropped shells 'all around the area. 
Then, Cobra helicopters would lay 
down machine gun fire in the trees. 
Hopefully, the emeny was either 
dead or in their holes." Wheeler's 
helicopter would land drop troops 
and supplies and pick up wounded, 
often under enemey fire. All 
together, he survived being shot 
down three times. 
"When you saw a Vietcong 
soldier charging at you, firing his 
Ak-47 you did not have time to feel 
or reflect on what to do. You ' 
reacted in which ever way would 
keep you alive. The quicker you were 
able to react, the longer you lived. 
Later, thinking about what had 
. happen you would often start to 
shake," said Larry Helms. Vietnam 
Veteran. 
Larry Helms 
Helms also served from 1970 
tol971, as a Marine on a fire base 
close to DaNang, Vietnam. The 
platoon he was assigned would go 
out in the jungle for 30 to 40 days at 
a time, looking for the enemy. 
"A platoon was supposed to be 
30 men, but becuase of casualties, 
we often went out with onlyl5. We 
took a mortar and two M-60 machine 
guns, besides our rifles," said Helms. 
"The hardest times are the holidays 
like Thanksgiving and Christmas. 
You really get homesick sitting on 
your metal helmet in the pouring 
rain, eating canned turkey." 
On the night of May 8, 1971 , the 
small security base Helms was 
assigned to, came under a major 
assault There were only eight 
Marines and 20 South Vietnam 
soldiers holding the base. At the 
beginning of the attack, Helms said 
he was asleep behind a fortified 
bunker when it was hit by an emeny 
rocket The explosion threw him 
about ten feet, and his rifle was 
nowhere to be found. Helms 
manned a mortar, and throughout the 
nizht, lobbed shells onto a nearby 
hillside that he suspected was 
occupied by the advancing Vietcong. 
Helms said i. was ."pure luck" 
that they made it through that night 
alive. "The eight of us were just in 
the right positions, covering [only] 
the areas the Vietcong were trying to 
get through in the wire fences around 
our base. The next day we discov-
ered that there were close to 400 
enemy soldiers involved in the 
assault. The mortars I fired during 
the night had made direct hits and 
really slowed the enemy's attack," 
said Helms 
"J'm going to die was all I 
remember thinking the night of 
January 31.1968. The Vietcong had 
gotten through the wire protecting 
our base. It was mass confusion. 
Explosions were going off every-
where. For most of the night, 
another soldier and I were in a hole 
"Asiren would go off whenever 
our base came under attack. You 
would wake up in the middle of the 
night, grab your stuff and get into a 
bunker as fast as you could. A few 
seconds after the siren went off, we 
would start getting hit with mortars 
and rockets," explained Bratcher. 
at the end of the air strip. Gunfire 
was coming from all around us. We 
just kept firing our M-14 rifles into 
the darkness. keeping the enemy off 
afus. The next morning, wefound a 
dead Vietcong about 20 feet from Billy Bratcher 
our hole with a live grenade still in According to Bratcher, the 
his hand." said Billy Bratcher. a soldiers could never tell for sure who 
Vietnam Veteran. was the enemy and who was on OJ' 
From May 1967 to May 1968, side. "If we were in a village at dusk, 
Bratcher served in Vietnam as part of and the villagers started leaving, we 
an Anny transportation unit in the would know that we were going to 
MeKong Delta area. Bratcher said he get hit that night Sometimes in the 
did a littl~ of everything from middle of an enemy assualt the 
cooking, to working on.trucks. He South Vietnamese soldiers who 
added that he still feels a ting~ of were suppose to be our allies, would 
fear when a siren goes off. suddenly turn and start firing on us~ 
Business As Usual For ROTC 
By GrE(g Bellm 
reporter and 
Brad Touchette 
. reporter 
• The Persian Gulf Crisis has 
become a hindrance to America in 
many ways. It has had a direct 
influence on petroleum products, 
inflation, and military spending. To 
many people, though, the chief 
concern is the fact that American 
soldiers are being stationed in Saudi 
Arabia One concern on universities 
is how our ROTC programs will be 
affected. 
business as usual around here." 
Ryan stated that the only way the 
ROTC group would see any military 
action is if the United States moves 
to full mobilization, which hasn't 
happened since World War II. 
"The only way the U.S. would 
move to full mobilization is if we 
went to war with a superpower like 
Russia or China," Ryan added. "We 
wouldn't go to such an extreme with 
a third world power like Iraq." 
Ryan also added that if a war 
would erupt in the Middle Eas4 it is 
highly unlikely that the military 
ROTC seniors into his office and they are a separate office and work 
swear them in as second lieutel)ants independently, the main (or host) 
Then, he and the new officers would station in the SL Louis area is 
be shipped off to wherever in the located on Washington University'S 
world they would be needed;-11le~--eampus:Theufficelrereisconsio~ 
juniors involved in ROTCWo'uld go erect an extension of the host station, 
to advanced officers training camps but there are many other ottlces on 
to become second lieutenants as soon other St. Louis campuses, such as 
·bI Th f h d Saint Louis University, Southern as POSS I e. e res men an .. . . 
h h 't ROTC IllinOiS Umversity-Edwardsville, sop omores w 0 aren on . . . 
h I hi uld be fr to d Webster Umverslty, Lindenwood sc 0 ars p wo ee 0 . 
whatever they wish militarily, but ~OIJege, ~d ~llthe St Lows 
the students on scholarship would be omAmumd~ olleges. 'Th ' 
obli ated t . to tr .. cam ccor mg to Ryan, e army s gogo In ammg p if C .. 
" ffi nol sure yet ongress IS gomg to 
and prepare lor combat and 0 lcer Ii il ' . if 
positions. payor our m ltary operatIon, or 
"But that's really not what we're we are going to have to pay for it out 
here for," said Ryan. "Our main of our budget No one's really sure 
function is educational . . We're here what's going to happen, but I am 
to train students to become officers pretty sure that none of us will see 
WORKING HARD: Major Ryan of UM-St. Louis' ROTC program 
explains the United States position in the Persian Gulf. (photo by Mark Ericson) 
According to Major Thomas 
Ryan, officer in charge of the ROTC 
branch at UM-St. Louis, "With the 
exception of the budget cuts Con-
gress is debating over, it should stay 
force would increase, mainly because 
of all the other countries in support 
of our actions. "It is more likely that 
countries like Great Britain, France, 
Russia and Japan would send more 
troops to join us in the figh4 since 
we're protecting their interests, too," 
said Ryan. 
in the Anned Forces." any combat. Let's hope the 
The ROTC here at UM-St. Louis politicians do their job so the 
is not alone by any means. Though . military wori't have to do theirs." If a full-scale mobilization were 
to occur, Ryan would call all the 
It's YourTurn: What Would You Do If They. Reinstated The Draft? 
. . 
"If the draft w~e reiri · 
stated and anyone nd in 
school had to go- in the 
service, I would leave 
school. I believe in our 
country, and I know there 
are too many people out 
there who are idealists, 
who would fight against 
anything they think they 
would be forced to do. 
Eleanore Tlroch, 
Junior, 
Econonlcs/Spanlsh. 
"If the draft were rein-
stated now, I suppose I 
would have to go. And, 
although the government 
would take me authorita-
tively, I think that I would 
proudly join the group to 
protect America. We've 
come too far, to just let 
America down. 
Laura 'Nickle' Jung 
Junior, 
Commercial An. 
"I think that would be a 
bad situation. One of the 
things people protested 
about the Vietnam War, 
was that it was fought by 
poor kids. The ones rich 
enough to go to college, 
got a deferment. 
Jama Kupferen, 
Senior, 
English. 
"I would probably go if 
drafted, but I would not 
volunteer and I would do 
a lot of hoping and pray-
ing. 
Matt McNutt, 
Sophomore, 
Psychology 
"The first thing I would do 
is register, even though I 
am in, and would con-
tinue in college. I don't 
think being a college 
student is an excuse from 
mandatory service to 
your country_ 
I would immediately call 
my st~te and federal 
politicians next, because 
an obligation to defend 
freedom should come 
from within, not [from] 
Capitol Hill. 
. ~ 
Holly Redman, 
Junior . 
r;:======= ==-=======- ----- .--.-. - - ... -=.- -- --... - .- - .---.. -. . .. -.- .. . -----.--
FmdingAJob InA 
Changing Market 
The IABe 1990 
JOB REFERRAL 
WORKS'HOP 
Speakers will focus 
discussion on the 
changing industry and 
. how communicators 
need to be better ; 
prepared to find 
these jobs. 
November 3,1990 
Webster University 
Sverdrup Building, Room 101 
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
With featured speakers and 
portfolio presentations. 
The cost to attend is $15; 
IABC members are free. 
Send a check payable to IABC 
by November 2 to Paul Guse, 
McDonnell Douglas Electronic 
Systems Company, PO Box 516, 
Mail Code 1003412, 
St. Louis, MO 63166 
or call 232-7286. 
Trying to stretch dom ~en you're . 
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing 
. tomake sacrifices. 
HERE'S WHY 
THE SMART MONEY AT 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
IS ·GOING WITHTIM-CREF 
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT. 
Because it does. Smart investors know that your future depends on 
how well your retirement system 
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the 
premier retirement system for people 
in education and research for over 70 
years . We have enabled over 200,000 
people like you to enjoy a comfortable 
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more 
are now planning for the future with 
TIAA-CREF. 
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY, 
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR 
RETIREMENT SAVINGS. 
Security-so the resources ar~ there 
when it is time to retire. Growth-so 
you'll have enough income for the 
kind of retirement you want. And 
. diversity-to help protect you against 
market volatility and to let you benefit 
from several types of investments. 
THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET 
WITH TIAA·CREF. 
growth through dividends. CREF's 
variable annuity offers opportunities 
for growth through four different 
investment accounts, each managed 
with the 10nK-term perspective essen-
tial to sound retirement planning: 
The CREF Stock Account 
The CREF Money Market Account 
The CREF Bond Market Account* 
The CREF Social Choice Account* 
CALL 1-800-842-2776 
1D FIND OUT MORE 
Our experienced retirement counselors 
. will be happy to answer your questions 
and tell you more about retirement 
annuities from TIAA-CREF. 
Experience. Perfonnance. Strength . 
Your future is protected by the largest 
private retirement system in the world. 
We have done so well, for so many, for 
so long, that we currently manage 
some $85 billion in assets. 
TIAA offers you the safety of a . 
traditional annuity that guarantees 
your principal plus a specified rate of ~ 
interest, and provides for additional _ Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.SID 
• The CRE F Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be ava ilable under all insti tu tional reti rement plans, but are 
ava ilable for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity p lans. 
For more complete infomlation , including charges and expenses, callI 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a 
prospectus . Read the prospectus carefully befo re you invest or send money. 
anO-.1\Oote·. II~ppy disks, which meaDs . 
YOUGUl $hare information with someone who uses a 
. dlfi'et~nt type of-computer. .. . . . . 
. That's why you should consider the new, 
affordable Macintash® Classic® computet: .. . 
Apple introduces the ~ lacintt )sh Classic. . See the-Macintosh "Classic for yourself It'll change your mind· 
aboutcheap roomrnates.! ! 
It has everything you need-including a monito!; keyboard, mou$e, 
2 megabytes. of RAM, and a 4(}.megabyte hard diskJust plug everything in and 
. the Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already 
installed: And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll 
be up and running in no time. . . 
like every Madntosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applicatiOll$ 
that all work in the same, consistent way---:so once you've learned one prognu:ri, . . ". . 
you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate 
that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple® SuperDrivelM -standard 
equipment with every Madntosh-;reads from and writes to Macintosh, 
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